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Abstract14

Single-cell data integration can provide a comprehensive molecular view of cells. Here15
we introduce uniPort, a unified single-cell data integration framework which combines a cou-16
pled Variational Autoencoder (coupled-VAE) and Minibatch Unbalanced Optimal Transport17
(Minibatch-UOT). It leverages both highly variable common and dataset-specific genes for inte-18
gration and is scalable to large-scale and partially overlapping datasets. uniPort jointly embeds19
heterogeneous single-cell multi-omics datasets into a shared latent space. It can further con-20
struct a reference atlas for online prediction across datasets. Meanwhile, uniPort provides21
a flexible label transfer framework to deconvolute heterogeneous spatial transcriptomic data22
using optimal transport space, instead of embedding latent space. We demonstrate the ca-23
pability of uniPort by integrating a variety of datasets, including single-cell transcriptomics,24
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chromatin accessibility and spatially resolved transcriptomic data. uniPort software is available25
at https://github.com/caokai1073/uniPort.26

Introduction27

The latest developments in high-throughput single-cell multi-omics sequencing technologies, e.g.,28

single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) and single-cell Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chro-29

matin using sequencing (scATAC-seq), enable comprehensive studies of heterogeneous cell popula-30

tions that make up tissues, the dynamics of developmental processes, and the underlying regulatory31

mechanisms that control cellular functions. The computational integration of single-cell datasets is32

drawing heavy attention toward making advancements in machine learning and data science [1–3].33

Among existing single-cell integration methods, tremendous efforts have been devoted to integrat-34

ing multiple datasets simultaneously profiled from the same cells [4–6] (e.g., paired-cell datasets35

generated by the cellular indexing of transcriptomes and epitopes by sequencing (CITE-seq) [7]).36

However, these paired datasets are technically challenging and costly to obtain. Therefore, a vast37

number of integrative methods have been developed for data profiled from different cells taken from38

the same, or similar, populations. For example, the celebrated platform Seurat [8] projected feature39

space into a common subspace using canonical correlation analysis (CCA), which maximizes inter-40

dataset correlation. LIGER [9] and DC3 [10] employed non-negative matrix factorization to find41

the shared low-dimension factors of the common features to match single-cell omics datasets. Har-42

mony [11] iterated between maximum diversity clustering and a mixture model-based linear batch43

correction to simultaneously account for multiple experimental and biological factors. However,44

these methods rely on linear mapping, thus lacking the ability to handle nonlinear deformations45

across cellular modalities. In addition, they only leverage filtered common genes, while ignoring46

the importance of dataset-specific genes for identification of cell populations, which usually capture47

cell-type heterogeneity not present in the common genes [12]. To address these shortcomings, man-48

ifold alignment methods are emerging and have achieved promising results in integrating single-cell49

multi-omics datasets [13–16]. However, understanding of the properties of latent biological man-50

ifolds is incomplete, and alignment of latent manifolds cannot be guaranteed [2]. Furthermore,51

manifold alignment methods are limited by relatively high computational complexity, and they are52
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not scalable to large-scale datasets.53

With the development of deep learning, many neural-network approaches have been proposed54

and demonstrated powerful in data integration across modalities. Most current neural-network55

methods are based on autoencoders and require paired-cell datasets, such as DCCA [17] and56

Cobolt [18], to utilize cell-paring information. However, when cell-paring information is unavail-57

able, simultaneously training different autoencoders and aligning cells across different modalities58

in a latent space still make computation challenging exercise. Recently, an emerging number of59

neural-network methods have been developed account for unpaired data. For example, methods60

like scDART [19] and cross-modal autoencoders [20] attempt to combine distribution alignment61

methods with autoencoders, e.g., Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) or a discriminator net-62

work. However, these distribution alignment terms require distributions across modalities to be63

matched globally, which is often too restrictive when datasets partially overlap. SCALEX [21]64

resolves the limitation raised by global matching through simply excluding an explicit alignment65

constraint, but it also restricts its ability to integrate heterogeneous datasets. scVI [22] is also66

based on autoencoder, but it is not an online method which requires model augmentation and67

retraining when integrating new data [21]. Both SCALEX and scVI only utilize common genes,68

such as those used by linear mapping methods. In addition, the transfer learning-based methods69

were also developed to establish a source atlas via one modality for knowledge (e.g., cell labels)70

transfer to another modality by learning a modality-invariant latent space [23,24]. Although having71

achieved encouraging results, these methods are restricted to using source modality with cell label72

annotated.73

Here we introduce uniPort, a unified deep learning method that integrates heterogeneous single-74

cell multi-omics datasets. It leverages cellular low-dimensional common space and cell heterogeneity75

by combining a coupled Variational Autoencoder (coupled-VAE) and Minibatch Unbalanced Opti-76

mal Transport (Minibatch-UOT) [25]. Our uniPort efficiently integrates diverse and heterogeneous77

single-cell datasets, e.g., single-cell transcriptomics, chromatin accessibility and spatially resolved78

transcriptomic data. uniPort can not only jointly embed heterogeneous datasets into a latent space,79

but also construct a reference atlas for online prediction across modalities when only one modal-80

ity is present. Meanwhile, uniPort can deconvolute compounded spatial transcriptomic data in a81

broader application spectrum of resolution maps, such as barcoding-based spatial transcriptomic82
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(ST) data. Concretely, uniPort (1) leverages both highly variable common and dataset-specific83

genes for integration in a manner that allows the integrated latent space to be further revised84

throughout training; (2) employs a novel coupled-VAE neural network model that strengthens the85

power of nonlinear correction and leverages the generalization ability of coupled-VAE to construct a86

reference atlas for online prediction across modalities; (3) minimizes a Minibatch-UOT loss, which87

is scalable to large datasets and suitable for partially overlapping alignment, providing a strong88

guarantee for heterogeneous data integration and removing the constraint of paired cells such as89

that found in other autoencoder-based models; (4) outputs a global optimal transport (OT) plan,90

i.e., a cell-cell correspondence matrix, that provides flexible transfer learning for deconvolution of91

spatial heterogeneous data using OT space, instead of embedding latent space. Experimental re-92

sults show that uniPort outperforms other methods in integrating datasets profiled from peripheral93

blood mononuclear cells (PBMC). It is also a powerful online predictor of spatially resolved data94

through scRNA-seq data by a well-trained atlas. Moreover, with a global OT plan, we demon-95

strate that uniPort can successfully decipher canonical structures of mouse brain and assist in96

locating Tertiary Lymphoid Structures (TLS) in the breast cancer region, as well as reveal cancer97

heterogeneity in microarray-based spatial data.98

Results99

uniPort embeds and integrates datasets by coupled-VAE and Minibatch-UOT100

As input, uniPort takes diverse and heterogeneous single-cell datasets across different modalities101

or technologies. uniPort is based on a coupled Variational Auto-Encoder (coupled-VAE) and first102

employs a dataset-free encoder to project highly variable common gene sets of different datasets103

into a generalized cell-embedding latent space. Then uniPort reconstructs two terms. One is input104

by a dataset-free decoder with Dataset-Specific Batch Normalization (DSBN) [21, 26] layers. The105

other is a highly variable gene set through a dataset-specific decoder corresponding to each dataset106

(Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1). Some overlapping genes are often found between the two terms107

as some common genes are also highly variable in each dataset. However, with slight abuse of108

‘specific’, we still name the second term a dataset-specific gene set in the following context. During109

integration, uniPort minimizes a Minibatch-UOT loss between cell embeddings in the latent space110
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from different datasets. It is necessary to introduce the loss as it feeds back a gradient to the encoder111

to achieve a better alignment result, especially when dataset-specific decoders are considered that112

increase the heterogeneity across datasets in the latent space. Meanwhile, the mini-batch strategy113

substantially improves the computational efficiency of optimal transport, making it scalable to large114

datasets, and the unbalanced mode makes it more suitable for partially overlapping integration.115

We adopt an efficient alternative optimization method to solve the problem (Methods).116

We compared uniPort to current state-of-the-art single-cell data integration methods, including117

Seurat, LIGER, Harmony, MultiMAP [12], SCALEX and scVI. For this purpose, we examined118

two scATAC and scRNA datasets, including peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from 10X119

Genomics and mouse spleen [12,27] from MultiMAP (Supplementary Fig. 2). We further considered120

the integration of heterogeneous spatial transcriptomic (ST) and scRNA data. Two main types121

of ST sequencing technologies are high-plex RNA imaging-based and barcoding-based. High-plex122

RNA imaging-based spatial sequencing has the advantage of single-cell precision with greater depth,123

but it is restricted to partial measurement with lower coverage. To test the performance of uniPort124

over the high-plex RNA imaging-based data, we applied uniPort to integrate the scRNA data and125

the spatially resolved multiplexed error robust fluorescence in situ hybridization (MERFISH) data126

[28]. Barcoding-based ST, in contrast, is more accessible to transcripts and achieves higher coverage,127

but it is limited to the mixing spots with lower resolution [29]. On the other hand, uniPort is able128

to transfer labels by a global OT plan, instead of training a k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) classifier129

in the latent space, which is more suitable for deconvolution of compounded barcoding-based ST130

data in a broader application spectrum of resolution maps. Therefore, we integrated (1) ST data131

from 10X Visium, including mouse brain [30] and HER2-positive breast cancer tissues [31], and (2)132

low-resolution microarray-based ST data from pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma tissues [32], with133

their matched scRNA data, separately.134

We employed a series of scores to assess the performance of single-cell data integration. To135

quantify dataset mixing and cell-type separation, we computed two scores used by SCALEX: the136

Batch Entropy score [33] to evaluate the extent of mixing cells across datasets, and the Silhouette137

score [34] to evaluate the separation of biological distinctions. To benchmark annotation clustering138

accuracy, we adopted the adjusted Rand Index (ARI), the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI)139

and the F1 scores using cell-type annotations (Methods).140
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uniPort integrates single-cell transcriptomics and chromatin accessibility141

We first applied uniPort to integrate transcriptomic and epigenomic data using scATAC and scRNA142

datasets profiled from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) (Fig. 2), including 11259 paired143

cells with 19434 features in scATAC and 26187 genes in scRNA. We employed Uniform Manifold144

Approximation and Projection (UMAP) [35, 36] to visualize the integration performance of all145

methods separately (Fig. 2a, Supplementary Fig. 3). We also involved a uniPort version that only146

used common genes for integration, named uniPort-cm for convenience.147

uniPort effectively integrated the scATAC and scRNA data by common, RNA-specific and148

ATAC-specific (in the form of gene activity matrix) highly variable genes without using pairing149

information. We evaluated the performance of data integration via the Silhouette and the Batch150

Entropy scores, as well as the widely used ARI, NMI and F1 scores, as noted above. Overall,151

uniPort outperformed all other methods and achieved the highest Silhouette score of 0.587, ARI152

of 0.65, NMI of 0.679 and F1 of 0.79 (Fig. 2b,c). In comparison, uniPort-cm, with only common153

genes, achieved the second highest ARI of 0.61, NMI of 0.604 and F1 of 0.713, and Harmony ranked154

the first in Batch Entropy score of 0.584 and the second in Silhouette score of 0.571. In contrast,155

SCALEX and MultiMAP did not perform well in this task since all evaluated scores were below156

0.5.157

As visualized by UMAP, uniPort, Seurat and Harmony accurately integrated most cell types in158

two modalities, including CD8 Naive, CD4 Naive, CD14 Mono and B cells (Fig. 2a, Supplementary159

Fig. 3d,f). SCALEX, scVI and MultiMAP successfully preserved the latent structure of the two160

modalities, but they failed to mix them well (Supplementary Fig. 3a,c,e). LIGER performed the161

worst in this case, showing total misalignment and chaos in UMAP visualization (Supplementary162

Fig. 3b). Compared to uniPort-cm, Seurat and Harmony, uniPort, which leveraged common,163

RNA-specific and ATAC-specific genes for integration, demonstrated better separation between164

CD4 and CD8 cells (Fig. 2a). In order to intuitively show the importance of specific genes,165

we visualized the gene expression of RNA-specific marker genes INPP4 and FIHT, and ATAC-166

specific marker gene KLRC4.KLRK1 (Fig. 2d,e). These marker genes showed high expression167

values in CD4 or CD8 cells, which assisted the identification and separation of corresponding cells.168

From another perspective, the accessibility of DNA to regulatory proteins attaches an essential169

characteristic which impacts the fate of transcription. We found that the KLRC4.KLRK1 gene has170
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higher DNA accessibility contrast in CD8 Naive T cells (Fig. 2f). This is crucial for cell-type or171

state identification during integration.172

uniPort integrates scRNA and spatially resolved MERFISH data173

We then applied uniPort to integrate scRNA data with high-plex RNA imaging-based spatially174

resolved MERFISH data, including 30,370 cells with 21,030 genes from six mice measured with175

dissociated scRNAseq (10X) and 64,373 cells with 155 genes from mouse 1 measured with MERFISH176

[28]. Concretely, we selected 153 common genes in both datasets and selected the top 2,000 highly177

variable genes in scRNA data. It should be noted that the 2,000 genes in scRNA data contain178

some of the 153 common genes, which are also highly variable genes in scRNA data. Afterwards,179

we projected cells with common genes of both MERFISH and scRNA data into a cell-embedding180

latent space by uniPort and then reconstructed input and 2000 genes in scRNA from the cell181

embeddings.182

We applied UMAP to visualize the integration results of cell embeddings by uniPort, Harmony,183

Seurat, SCALEX, scVI and MultiMAP (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 4). As shown in the184

pictures, uniPort did a better job of identifying and integrating OD Immature cells, as well as185

separating them from other cells, with the assistance of 2000 scRNA genes. uniPort successfully186

avoided over-correction by correctly maintaining Ependymal cells apart that were only observed187

in MERFISH data, demonstrating that uniPort can successfully integrate partially overlapping188

datasets based on unbalanced optimal transport. We again benchmarked integration performance189

by Silhouette and Batch Entropy scores, including uniPort, uniPort-cm, SCALEX, Seurat, Har-190

mony, LIGER, MultiMAP and scVI (Fig. 3b). uniPort, again, outperformed other methods with191

the highest Silhouette score of 0.709 and the highest total score of 2.372 for ARI, NMI and F1.192

MultiMAP achieved performance very similar to that of uniPort (Silhouette score of 0.682, total193

score of 2.37 for ARI, NMI and F1, and the highest Batch Entropy score of 0.513). scVI ranked194

the second in Silhouette of 0.688, but had the lowest Batch Entropy score of 0.346. Among all195

methods, Harmony had the lowest Silhouette score of 0.446.196
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uniPort online predicts genes in scRNA data by a well-trained reference atlas197

uniPort trained an encoder network to project cells with common genes across datasets into a198

common cell-embedding latent space and a decoder network to reconstruct cells with both common199

and specific genes. Therefore, once the coupled-VAE is trained well, it can be regarded as a reference200

atlas, in turn allowing uniPort to integrate new single-cell data in an online manner without model201

retraining. Most importantly, uniPort can generate both common and specific genes in one dataset202

through common genes in another dataset by the atlas (Supplementary Fig. 5).203

To explore uniPort’s ability for online prediction, we utilized the well-trained model of scRNA204

and MERFISH data profiled from mouse 1 as a reference atlas and downloaded MERFISH data205

profiled from mouse 2 with 59,651 cells and 155 genes. We selected the same 153 common genes206

as in the above-referenced MERFISH data of mouse 2 and input them into the atlas. Then the207

encoder projected MERFISH data of mouse 2 into the integrated latent space, and the decoder208

reconstructed the corresponding 2,000 highly variable genes in scRNA from the cell embeddings209

(Supplementary Fig. 5b). Accordingly, the model proved to be especially powerful in that it could210

predict the expression of genes in scRNA data, even though not measured in MERFISH data, in211

an online manner. The predicted data can be used to enhance the spatial transcriptomics [37,38].212

To assess the validity and qualification of online predicted scRNA data, we calculated the213

correlation of mean expression of genes in scRNA data and predicted data (Fig. 3c), as well as those214

genes in different cell types (Supplementary Fig. 6), noting that the cell types of predicted scRNA215

are the same as those in the corresponding MERFISH data. As a result, real and predicted scRNA216

data were significantly correlated, according to the Pearson correlation coefficient R2 = 0.999 for217

all data, and ranged from 0.501 for Ependymal cells to 0.990 for Inhibitory cells. In addition, we218

plotted marker gene expression values in the UMAP visualization of online projection of MERFISH219

data of mouse 2 and the same genes in predicted scRNA data, including Ermn, Gad1, Calcr and220

so on (Supplementary Fig. 7). Results showed that the high-expression regions of common genes221

in MERFISH and generated scRNA were consistent in the latent space. Finally, for verification222

of cell-type labels, we plotted the top differential marker gene expression for each cell type in223

predicted scRNA data and observed consistent patterns of cell-type-specific expression (Fig. 3d).224

For example, Excitatory and Inhibitory cells are difficult to distinguish, since, in essence, they225

belong to neural subtypes. However, our generated differential marker gene expression exhibited226
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significant differences between the two cell types, such as marker genes Ghrh and Trh in Excitatory227

cells and Gal and Th in Inhibitory cells.228

uniPort deciphers canonical structures of mouse brain229

We next considered the deconvolution of heterogeneous barcoding-based ST data through transfer-230

ring labels from scRNA data. To estimate cell-type composition for each captured spot and decipher231

typical organizational structures, we applied uniPort to integrate the anterior slice of adult mouse232

brain ST data (10X Visium) with 48,721 genes in 2,696 spots and matched brain scRNA data233

from SPOTlight [30]. uniPort provided a global OT plan, which represents a cell-to-spot proba-234

bilistic correspondence between scRNA and ST data, allowing us to deconvolute the proportion of235

single-cell clusters for ST data according to cell annotations in scRNA data (Supplementary Note236

2).237

As clear-cut boundaries exhibited, uniPort accurately reconstructed the well-structured layers238

and deconvoluted 28 cell types (Fig. 4a). Proportion and position of representative clusters, e.g.,239

multiple cortical layers and region-specific cell types, are highly consistent with those of previous240

studies [30,39]. Despite the complexity of its anatomy, uniPort accurately remodeled and arranged241

the L2/3-L6 subclusters extending from the boundary to central area (Fig. 4b). In addition,242

subpopulations of the L6 layer were separated with clear limits, revealing the sensitivity of our243

method to near-imperceptible signals. The non-neuronal neuroglia cells that provide neurons with244

support and protection, including astrocytes and oligodendrocytes [40], had corresponding sites245

paired with their marker genes (e.g., Olig1 and Olig2 of cluster Oligo; Atp1b2 and Slc1a2 of246

cluster Astro; Dcn and Osr1 of cluster VLMC) (Supplementary Fig. 8). Moreover, vascular and247

leptomeningeal cells (VLMCs) that form protective sections around the pia membranes of the248

brain also lay in the border of slice in harmony with anatomical structures [41]. Therefore, our249

mapping is robust, as demonstrated by either expression of marker genes or anatomy of brain, and250

can establish an agreement between gene expression-based clustering and anatomical annotation,251

providing a more thorough and comprehensive understanding than can be achieved through visual252

inspection.253
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uniPort assists in locating TLS in breast cancer region254

The genesis and progression of cancer are generally influenced by their association with the hetero-255

geneous tumor microenvironment (TME) [42] for which ST can provide perfect insight. To further256

demonstrate its flexible utility, we used uniPort to deconvolute spatial data of HER2-positive breast257

cancer, containing diffusely infiltrating cells that make it more difficult to deconvolute spots. In to-258

tal, 2,518 spots with 17,943 genes and 100,064 cells with 29,733 genes [31] were used for integration.259

As shown in Figure 4c, nine main clusters were assigned on spatial images, primarily involving T260

cells and cancer epithelial cells. Moreover, we found that representative clusters scattered in their261

centralized enrichment region coincided with the area of their marker genes’ expression (Fig. 4d).262

For example, T and B cells, which establish crucial adaptive immunity through protective immuno-263

logical memory, were matched well with canonical marker genes, such as CD3D and MS4A1 (Fig.264

4d,e). Myeloid cells, as an innate part of the immune system, also displayed a distribution con-265

cordant with the expression of CD68 [43]. Furthermore, cancer epithelial cells protruded along the266

invasive ductal carcinoma region, corresponding with the expression of ERBB2 as well. Overall,267

the above results reach concordance between pathological annotation and data-motivated labeling.268

Massive research has demonstrated that an increased infiltration of immune cells is highly269

related to favorable breast cancer prognosis [44]. Tertiary Lymphoid Structures (TLSs), a kind270

of ectopic lymph-like organ recently discovered at sites of tumor or inflammation, are considered271

as a prognostic and predictive factor for cancer patients. Although TLS is inhabited by multiple272

cell types, its major residents are T and B cells, implicating the TME by their joint colocalization273

[45]. Through decomposing cell-type proportion of each spot, we can identify TLS signals via274

colocalization of T and B cells, rendering an identical expression intensity with T and B cells (Fig.275

4f). In general, our approach can harmonize diverse modalities and cater to both high-resolution276

mapping and recognition of representative architectures across tissues and diseases.277

uniPort reveals cancer heterogeneity in microarray-based spatial data278

The area of Visium-based ST data is limited to a 55 µm diameter for each captured spot, which279

reaches a moderate resolution that translate to 3–30 cells [29]. Latent integration challenges may280

arise, along with the decrease of spot resolution, as increased mix of ingredients brings more noise.281

To examine the performance of uniPort in this case, we employed microarray-based ST data of282
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pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) tissues for integration, the diameter of which stretches283

for 100 µm [32]. Cell-type deconvolution was applied on 428 spots paired with 1926 single cells,284

measuring 19,736 genes respectively.285

We decomposed 15 main clusters, which exhibit a discrete enrichment and complexity of both286

normal and tumor composition (Fig. 5a). In detail, normal pancreatic cell types were classified as287

ductal and acinar cells consistent with the results of previous studies [46], preserving dramatically288

different distributions and genetic characteristics against those of cancer cells. As for malignant289

pancreatic cells, we grouped as cancer clone A and B clusters on the basis of genetic differences.290

Once again, histological annotations of normal and cancerous regions were, overall, in line with291

their data-driven labels (Fig. 5b), and essential constituents of the TME were indicated by their292

marker genes (Fig 5c,d).293

To gain further insight into the heterogeneity of cancer subtypes, we confirmed their identity,294

accounting for maximum proportion of each spot (Fig. 5e). Top enrichment KEGG pathways295

isolated them into distinct functional assemblies (Fig. 5f). Cancer clone A is suspected to be an296

invasive phenotype attributed to high enrichment of platelet activation and leukocyte transendothe-297

lial migration pathway. Lumps of data have proved that platelets are closely related to high risk of298

metastasis in patients with pancreatic cancer [47]. Furthermore, the proportion of hematogenous299

cells, including red blood cells (RBCs), T cells and natural killer (NK) cells, in cancer clone A300

significantly increased (Fig. 5g), which is consistent with the results of functional analysis. Tight301

junction plays a critical regulatory role in physiologic secretion of pancreas, and its disruption302

contributes to the pathogenesis of progressive pancreatic cancer [48]. Furthermore, PI3K signaling303

can potentially modify the TME to dictate outcome, which must be considered in order to have304

therapeutic opportunities for targeting PDAC [49]. All these beneficial signals were enriched in305

the cancer clone B region where endothelial cells showed a significant presence, suggesting a less306

malignant cluster in contrast with cancer clone A. In sum, then, our method can manipulate an307

extensive application spectrum of varying resolutions, revealing the subtle heterogeneous TME.308
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Discussion309

We introduce a unified deep learning method named uniPort for single-cell data integration and310

apply it to integrate transcriptomic, epigenomic, spatially resolved high-plex RNA imaging- and311

barcoding-based single-cell data. uniPort combines a coupled-VAE and Minibatch-UOT and lever-312

ages both highly variable common and dataset-specific genes for integration. It is a nonlinear313

method that projects all datasets into a common latent space and outputs their latent representa-314

tions between datasets, enabling both visualization and downstream analysis.315

Generally, uniPort tackles several computational challenges, starting with removing the con-316

straint of paired cells found in other autoencoder-based models by employment of Minibatch-UOT.317

Different from existing methods that only consider common genes across datasets, we also take318

advantage of genes unique to each dataset, typically capturing cell-type heterogeneity not present319

in the common genes, especially when the number of common genes is small. Besides, uniPort320

shows its power and potential for online prediction of unmeasured modalities through construct-321

ing a reference atlas owing to the generalization ability of coupled-VAE. It is relevant to point322

out that uniPort can even predict unique genes in one dataset through common genes in another323

dataset without having to train from scratch. Moreover, uniPort can optionally output a global OT324

plan for downstream analysis, such as flexible label transfer learning, for deconvolution of spatial325

heterogeneous data.326

Although many mechanisms are involved, uniPort is still computationally efficient and scalable327

to integrate large-scale and partially overlapping datasets, which is difficult for other OT-based328

methods. We demonstrate that uniPort achieves the highest values in tested scores, provides329

better joint visualization than other methods, and successfully deconvolutes spatial heterogeneous330

data using OT space. Finally, with the rapid development of paired-cell datasets and various331

heterogeneous modalities, we also demonstrate the generalizability of uniPort to other types of332

single-cell data by integrating paired-cell datasets using CITE-seq data [6,7] and SNARE-seq data333

[50] (Supplementary Notes 3 and Supplementary Figs. 9 and 10) or datasets without aligned334

common genes (Supplementary Notes 4 and Supplementary Fig 11). With no inherent reliance on335

any prior information, our framework offers the flexibility necessary to match prior information,336

e.g., cell-type annotations or cell-cell correspondence, when available (Supplementary Note 5 and337
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Supplementary Fig 11). We will keep updating and improving the framework in anticipation that338

uniPort will find a wide range of applications in the area of integrative multi-omics data analysis.339

Methods340

uniPort framework341

uniPort inputs each dataset though a coupled variational autoencoder (coupled-VAE) framework342

and learns its K-dimensional features. Given a sample x, the corresponding K-dimensional latent343

vector z can be obtained by a variational posterior p(z|x) approximated by a probabilistic encoder344

ψ(z|x). Conversely, a probabilistic decoder ϕ(x|z) produces a distribution over the possible corre-345

sponding values of x given z. The coupled-VAE jointly learns ψ and ϕ to maximize the evidence346

lower bound (ELBO) with a balanced parameter λ:347

LELBO = Eψ(z|x)[log ϕ(x|z)]− λDKL(ψ(z|x)∥p(z)). (1)

The ELBO consists of a reconstruction term which encourages the output data to be similar to348

the input data, in addition to a Kullback-Leibeler divergence regularization term which regularizes349

the variational posterior to follow the prior distribution p(z). We set the prior to be the centered350

isotropic multivariate Gaussian p(z) = N (z;0, I) and the variational posterior to be a multivariate351

Gaussian with a diagonal covariance structure ψ(z|x) = N (z;µ,σ2I), where the mean vector µ352

and standard deviation vector σ are outputs of the encoder. Then, the latent vector z can be353

obtained through reparameterization by z = µ+ σ × ν, where ν is sampled from N (0, I).354

Here, we formulate our method for the case of two datasets, while it can be easily generated for355

cases of multiple single-cell datasets. Suppose there are two single-cell datasets X = {x1, . . . ,xnx}356

with nx cells and dx genes, and Y = {y1, . . . ,yny} with ny cells and dy genes. We first filter out357

the top k highly variable common genes in both datasets to form Xc and Yc, and the top kx and358

ky highly variable genes in X and Y to form Xs and Ys, individually. We project both Xc and359

Yc into a generalized cell-embedding latent space using a dataset-free probabilistic encoder ψ and360

a decoder ϕ with two Dataset-Specific Batch Normalization (DSBN) layers [26] corresponding to361

two modalities. Then, to leverage the information of dataset-specific highly variable genes, we also362
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introduce two decoders, ϕx and ϕy, to reconstruct Xs and Ys from the latent variables, as well.363

Overall, the modified ELBO∗ loss for coupled-VAE is given by364

LELBO∗ = Eψ(z|x)

{

log ϕ(x|z) + λs

(

log ϕx(x
s|z) + log ϕy(y

s|z)
)}

− λDKL(ψ(z|x)∥p(z)), (2)

where x ∈ Xc ∪Yc,xs ∈ Xs,ys ∈ Ys, and λs, λ are balanced parameters. We set λs = 0.5 for all365

experiments in this paper.366

To better integrate heterogeneous single-cell datasets in the latent space, we design an alignment367

term for different datasets using Minibatch Unbalanced Optimal Transport (Minibatch-UOT) [25].368

uniPort computes the Minibatch-UOT loss between datasets X and Y described as follows. For two369

K-dimensional Gaussian distributions pxi = N (µxi ,σ
2
xiI) and pyj = N (µyj ,σ

2
yjI) corresponding to370

cell xi and yj , where µxi ,µyj ∈ R
K and σxi ,σyj ∈ R

K
+ represent the output mean and standard371

deviation vectors by encoder ψ, respectively. The Minibatch-UOT cost between cell xi and yj is372

defined as (Supplementary Note 1):373

Cij = ∥µxi − µyj∥
2 + ∥σxi − σyj∥

2. (3)

We then compute the following optimal Minibatch-UOT plan [25] with batch size Bx and By:374

T∗ = argmin
T∈R

Bx×By
+

< C, T > −ϵH(T) + ρDKL(T1B∥a) + ρDKL(T⊤1B∥b), (4)

where < C, T >=
∑

i,j CijTij , entropy regularization term H(T) = −
∑

i,j Tij(logTij − 1) , and375

a = 1
Bx

1Bx
,b = 1

By
1By

. ϵ and ρ are balanced parameters. We set ρ = 1 for all experiments in this376

paper. Equation (4) is a strictly convex optimization problem and can be solved via an efficient377

inexact proximal point method (IPOT) [51] as378

α(l+1) = (
a

Gβ(l)
)

ρ

ρ+ϵ , β(l+1) = (
b

G⊤α(l)
)

ρ

ρ+ϵ , (5)

starting from β(0) = 1
Bx

1Bx
, where Gij = T(l)

ij e
−Cij/ϵ. The optimal Minibatch-UOT plan T∗

ij =379
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αiGijβj . Therefore, the Minibatch-UOT loss is given by380

LUOT∗ =
∑

i,j

Cij ×T∗
ij . (6)

The total loss function minimized by uniPort is formulated as381

LuniPort = −LELBO∗ + γLUOT∗ . (7)

Once T∗ is obtained, we provide users an option to output a global OT plan Tglobal for tasks382

which need cell-cell probabilistic correspondence. Specifically, we first initialize Tglobal =
1

nxny
1nxny .383

After each calculation of optimal Minibatch-UOT plan T∗, we update Tglobal by replacing rows384

and columns by T∗ which is sampled by the mini-batch strategy. Note that storing a global dense385

matrix Tglobal needs more memory. Therefore, computing capacity with respect to memory should386

be ascertained before using this option. We also provide an option for user-guided sample weights387

if cells are not uniformly matched. In this case, we set vectors a and b in Minibatch-UOT as388

weighted vectors specified by users, instead of uniform vectors (Supplementary Note 6).389

uniPort algorithm390

To integrate two single-cell datasets X = {x1, . . . ,xnx} and Y = {y1, . . . ,yny}, uniPort performs391

the following steps:392

393

1. Select the top k highly variable common genes in X and Y, formulate as Xc and Yc, and394

top kx and ky highly variable genes (may contain both common and specific genes) in X and Y,395

individually, and then formulate as Xs and Ys.396

397

2. Initialize coupled-VAE encoder ψ and decoders ϕ, ϕx, ϕy, and a global OT plan Tglobal =398
1

nxny
1nxny (optional, depending on computing memory).399

400

3. For m← 1, · · · ,M do the following401

402
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a) Randomly sample an integer index set I = (i1, · · · , iBx
) ∈ JnxK

Bx for dataset X, and403

J = (j1, · · · , jBy
) ∈ JnyK

By for dataset Y without replacement, respectively.404

405

b) Initialize Minibatch-UOT plan T ∈ R
Bx×By by sampling rows and columns of Tglobal, corre-406

sponding to I and J , or uniform distribution when Tglobal is not specified.407

408

c) Input both Xc
I and Yc

J through the shared probabilistic encoder ψ to obtain (µx,σx) and409

(µy,σy), and then reparameterize zx and zy by zx = µx + σx × ν and zy = µy + σy × ν;410

411

d) Reconstruct X̂c
I and Ŷc

J by decoder ϕ, and X̂s
I and Ŷs

J by decoders ϕx and ϕy, from zx and412

zy.413

414

e) Compute mini-batch transport cost C via (3) and obtain optimal Minibatch-UOT plan T∗415

via (4).416

417

f) Fix T∗ and update ψ, ϕ, ϕx and ϕy through back propagation via minimizing LUOT* and418

−LELBO*.419

420

g) Update Tglobal with rows and columns as T, corresponding to I and J (optional).421

422

Training details423

uniPort consists of one encoder and three decoders for integration of two datasets. The encoder is424

a two-layer neural network (1024-128) with the ReLU activation function. The decoders have no425

hidden layer, but directly connect the 16-dimensional latent variables to the output layers with the426

Sigmoid activation function. The Adam optimizer with a 5e-4 weight decay is used to maximize427

the ELBO. Mini-batch size is 256. We set all the training with learning rate to 2e-4 and optimal428

transport entropy regularization parameter ϵ to 0.1. We choose parameters for training coupled-429

VAE and Minibatch-UOT from λ ∈ {0.5, 1.0, 5.0}, γ ∈ {0.5, 1.0} for all datasets. uniPort is robust430

to different choices of λ and γ within a certain range and scalable to large-scale data (Supplementary431
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Figs. 13). The default maximum number of training iterations is 30,000, and an early stopping432

is triggered when no improvement has occurred for 10 epochs. Our experimental environment433

includes an AMD EPYC 7302 16-Core Processor, 128GB DDR4 memory and NVIDIA GPU Tesla434

T4 with 16GB memory.435

Data preprocessing436

• Human PBMC multiomic datasets. The multiomic PBMC measuring both DNA acces-437

sibility and gene expression in the same cells data was downloaded from publicly available438

10x Genomic datasets. The raw gene expression data was processed using Seurat package439

(v4.1.0) [8]. Cells and genes were filtered under default parameters. SCTransform was used440

for normalization. For paired scATAC-seq data, the fragment files were qualified using Signac441

(v1.5.0) [52] under default parameters. Peaks were calling with MACS2 [53]. Then latent442

semantic indexing (LSI) was used for dimensionality reduction, resulting in the binary cell-by-443

bin accessibility as input for TF-IDF weighting. Consequent dimensionality reduction used444

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). The gene activity count matrices were derived using445

Signac. The cell types were arranged through transferring labels form an annotated PBMC446

reference dataset [6] using Seurat. Finally, 11,259 cells with 19,434 features in scATAC and447

26,187 genes in scRNA were used for the integrative analysis.448

• Mouse spleen datasets. The processed and annotated mouse spleen datasets of matched449

scRNA-seq and scATAC-seq were all obtained from MultiMAP [12]. The gene activity count450

matrix contains 3166 cells across 19,410 genes, and scRNA data contains 4,382 cells with451

13,575 gens.452

• Brain scRNA and MERFISH datasets. The scRNA-seq (10X) data from preoptic region453

of the hypothalamus in six mice was obtained from NCBI GEO accession number GSE113576454

[54]. The MERFISH data and annotations were downloaded from Dryad repositories. The455

1st naive female mouse in the MERFISH data was chosen for integration and the 2nd mouse456

was extracted for validating prediction results. All cells labeled as ‘Ambiguous’ or ‘Unstable’457

were removed from both datasets. scRNA data was qualified and processed using Seurat as458

above.459
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• 10X Visium datasets and references. The series of 10X Visium spatial datasets including460

sagittal mouse brain slice and human breast cancer section all came from 10X Genomics461

datasets. The spaceranger outputs were obtained and processed with Seurat, then generating462

standard gene expressing matrix. For mouse brain dataset, the annotated scRNA dataset463

from adult mouse cortical cell taxonomy from the Allen Institute was chosen as reference,464

and the subset used was extracted from SPOTlight tutorial [30]. The processed and labeled465

scRNA reference matched for breast cancer slice came from this publication [55].466

• Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma datasets. The microarray-based spatial transcrip-467

tomic datasets of Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) were acquired from NCBI GEO468

accession number GSE111672 [32]. The spatial dataset of batch A was adopted together with469

scRNA-seq generated from the same sample. And cell types in scRNA reference have already470

assigned. These two expression profiles were set as input for uniPort.471

• uniPort preprocessing steps. uniPort preprocessed data as follows: (1) We filtered out472

cells with fewer than 200 genes and filtered out genes observed in fewer than 3 cells for473

PBMC data. No cells or genes were filter out for other data. (2) We normalized total474

counts of each cell using scanpy.pp.normalize_total function in the scanpy package [56]475

in Python. (3) We performed log-normalization of all datasets with an offset of 1 using476

scanpy.pp.log1p function. (4) We identified k = 2, 000 highly variable common genes across477

cells of all datasets, and identified kx = ky = 2, 000 highly variable genes for each dataset478

using sc.pp.highly_variable_genes function, respectively. (5) We normalized values of each479

gene to the range of 0-1 within each dataset by the MaxAbsScaler function in the scikit-learn480

package in Python. The processed matrix was used as input for uniPort.481

Settings in comparing methods482

For the integration among scATAC-seq, scRNA-seq and spatial transcriptomic datasets, we bench-483

marked the performance of uniPort against these methods: Seurat (v4.1), Liger (v1.0.0), Harmony484

(v1.0), SCALEX (v0.2.0) and MultiMAP (v0.0.1). We compared their co-embedding UMAP visu-485

alization with parameters n_neighbors=15 and min_dist=0.1. All methods adopted gene activity486

matrices derived from the above data preprocessing steps as input for scATAC-seq. Detailed pa-487
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rameters used in each method are as follows.488

• Seurat. The Seurat package (v4.1.0) was used for all datasets. The raw gene expression489

profile and unnormalized gene activity matrix were set as input. The matched matrices were490

log-normalized using NormalizeData function in Seurat with scaling at 10000 for cell-level491

normalization separately. Then FindVariableFeatures function was used to pick top 2,000492

highly variable genes (HVGs) for scRNA. The anchors between scRNA and scATAC were493

acquired by FindTransferAnchors function, where ‘cca’ was set as reduction method with494

features from HVGs in scRNA dataset. The imputed scATAC data was using TransferData495

function, where anchors were weighted by latent semantic indexing. Then scRNA and im-496

puted scATAC datasets were merged and reduced using PCA with RunPCA function under497

default 50 principal components (PCs). UMAP was adopted for visualization at 30 PCs us-498

ing RunUMAP function. For MERFISH data, the FindIntegrationAnchors and IntegrateData499

function were used for integration after common feature selection with SelectIntegrationFea-500

tures function. Then the integrated matrix scaled using ScaleData function and applied PCA501

and UMAP all at 30 PCs. For the 10X Visium datasets, the cell type assign probabilities502

of spots were derived using FindTransferAnchors and TransferData function, where spatial503

datasets were reduced using PCA at 30 PCs.504

• Liger. R package rliger (v1.0.0) was used for integrating scATAC-seq and MERFISH data505

with scRNA-seq data. The normalization and selection of HVGs are the same as above506

steps in Seurat. For all datasets, number of factors was set to 20 at default in optimizeALS507

function, which was done by calling RunOptimizeALS function in SeuratWrappers package508

(v0.3). Then building a shared factor neighborhood graph and quantile normalization of509

corresponding clusters applied through RunQuantileNorm function.510

• Harmony. R package harmony (v1.0) was used for integrating scATAC-seq and MERFISH511

data with scRNA-seq data. The normalization and selection of HVGs are the same as above512

steps in Seurat. Then PCA was performed using RunPCA function in Seurat at 50 PCs.513

Harmony refined the results of PCA at top 30 PCs.514

• SCALEX. Python package scalex (v0.2.0) was used for integrating scATAC-seq and MER-515

FISH data with scRNA-seq data. The data preprocessing steps are the same in uniPort and516
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SCALEX. Therefore, we input the same preprocessed data without common genes as uni-517

Port. The embedded preprocessing of scalex package was ignored. We run SCALEX using518

SCALEX function with parameters set as default.519

• MultiMAP. Python package MultiMAP (v0.0.1) was used for integrating scATAC-seq and520

MERFISH data with scRNA-seq data. We followed the tutorials of MultiMAP in Github.521

We first performed sc.pp.normalize_total and sc.pp.log1p to raw counts without scaling. We522

then processed data with MultiMAP.TFIDF_LSI function for dimensionality reduction of523

ATAC peaks, sc.pp.scale and sc.pp.pca functions in Python package scanpy for dimensionality524

reduction of scRNA and MERFISH data, and MultiMAP.Integration function for integration525

with all parameters set as default, as suggested in the pipeline in the github repository.526

• scVI. Python package scvi-tools (v0.16.2) was used for integrating scATAC-seq and MER-527

FISH data with scRNA-seq data. We followed the tutorials of scVI in Github. We first528

performed sc.pp.normalize_total and sc.pp.log1p functions for input data. Then we se-529

lected top 2000 highly variable genes using sc.pp.highly_variable_genes functions with fla-530

vor=“seurat_v3”. After that, scvi.model.SCVI and scvi.model.SCVI.setup_anndata function531

was used for model initialization.532

Evaluation metrices533

Accuracy of cell-type assigning was quantified by adjusted Rand Index (ARI), Normalized Mutual534

Information (NMI) and F1 score. To assess separation of clusters and batch mixing, Silhouette535

coefficient and batch entropy mixing score were adopted. All these systematic benchmarks were536

applied in scRNA-seq, scATAC-seq and MERFISH datasets. All results are based on UMAP537

visualization with parameters n_neighbors=15 and min_dist=0.1.538

• Adjusted Rand Index. It is introduced to determine whether two cluster results are similar539

to each other. The Rand Index (RI) computes the similarity by taking all points identified540

within the same cluster. The Adjusted RI (ARI) is the chance-corrected version of Rand541

index, and calculated with RI as follows:542

ARI = RI− expected RI
max(RI)− expected RI .
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The ARI value ranges from 0 to 1, with 0 for random labeling and 1 for perfectly matching.543

• Normalized Mutual Information. Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) is a variant544

of a common measure in information theory called Mutual Information. It is calculated as545

follows:546

NMI(U, V) = 2× I(U; V)
H(U), H(V) ,

where U and V are categorical distribution for the real class and predicted labels, I is the547

mutual entropy function and H is the Shannon entropy function.548

• F1. The F1 score combines the precision and recall of a classifier into a single metric by549

taking their harmonic mean. It is calculated as follows:550

F1 =
2× P*R
P+R ,

where P is the precision and R is the recall of the classification model.551

• Silhouette coefficient. The Silhouette coefficient is calculated using the mean intra-cluster552

distance (a) and the mean nearest-cluster distance (b) for each sample. The Silhouette Coef-553

ficient for a sample is calculated as follows:554

Silhouette = b− a

max(a, b)
.

By default, we scale the score between 0 and 1 by555

Silhouette← (Silhouette+ 1)/2,

• Batch entropy score. It was derived from SCALAX [21] inspired by “entropy of batch556

mixing” [33]. It evaluates the sum of regional mixing entropies at the location of randomly557

chosen cells from different datasets, where a high score indicates cells from various datasets558

mixing well. This can be calculated as follows:559
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p′i =
pi/Pi

∑n
i=1 pi/Pi

,

E =

n
∑

i=1

p′i log(p
′
i),

where Pi is the proportion of cell numbers in each batch to the total cell numbers, and pi is560

the proportion of cells from batch i in a given region. We calculated the batch entropy score561

only based on cells from cell-types that are common in different batches.562
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Figure 1: Overview of uniPort algorithm. uniPort integrates single-cell data by combining a coupled-VAE and Minibatch-
UOT. a. uniPort takes as input a highly variable common gene set of single-cell datasets across different modalities or tech-
nologies. b, uniPort projects input datasets into a cell-embedding latent space through a shared probabilistic encoder. Then
uniPort minimizes a Minibatch-UOT loss between cell embeddings across different datasets. Finally, uniPort reconstructs two
terms. The first consists of input datasets by a decoder with different DSBN layers. The second consists of highly variable gene
sets corresponding to each dataset by dataset-specific decoders. c, uniPort outputs a shared latent space and a global optimal
transport plan that can be used for downstream analysis, such as visualization, online prediction and spots deconvolution.
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Figure 2: uniPort integrates single-cell transcriptomics and chromatin accessibility. a, UMAP visualization of
PBMC data after integration colored by omics and cell annotations. b, Comparison of Batch Entropy and Silhouette scores
for evaluating integration performance. c, Comparison of ARI, NMI and F1 scores for evaluating clustering performance. d,
UMAP visualization of expression levels of RNA-specific marker genes INPP4 and FIHT. e, UMAP visualization of expression
levels of ATAC-specific marker gene KLRC4.KLRK1. f, DNA accessibility of KLRC4.KLRK1 loci.
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Figure 3: uniPort predicts scRNA genes by MERFISH data. a, UMAP visualization of integration of MERFISH and
scRNA data of mouse 1 by uniPort, Harmony, Seurat, SCALEX and scVI. b, Comparison of Batch Entropy and Silhouette
scores for evaluating integration performance and. c, Correlation of predicted and real expression of RNA genes in all cell types.
d, Averaged predicted RNA marker gene expression values through MERFISH data of mouse 2.
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Figure 4: uniPort identifies iconic structure in spatial transcriptomic data (10X Visium). a, Results of mapping
spatial data to single-cell data using optimal transport plan. Spatial scatter pie plot displays the well-structured cluster
composition in adult mouse brain anterior slice. b, Lists of canonical cerebral cortical neuron type with scaled proportion. c,
Spatial deconvolution result of HER2-positive breast cancer. d, Proportion of typical clusters in tumor microenvironment. e,
Expression of marker genes corresponding to clusters in d. f, Tertiary Lymphoid Structure (TLS) scores inferred from summing
the proportion of T cells and B cells together with their colocalization.
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Figure 5: uniPort identifies distinct cancer subtypes in microarray-based spatial data. a, Spatial deconvolution
results of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC). b, Annotation of PDAC tumor cryosection on ST slide. The red line
circles ductal epithelium region, and the yellow line circles the cancer region. c, Proportion and distribution of typical clusters
in PDAC. d, Expression of marker genes corresponding to clusters in c. e, Distribution of cancer clone subtypes. f, Top enriched
KEGG terms of distinct cancer subtypes. g, Significant differences of cluster composition between the two cancer clone regions.
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